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Priest who admitted to 1995 sex abuse
allegations was Pro-Life chaperone
.

Brian Kane
Core Staff

I

n January of 2001 and 2002, Bryan
Kuchar, an Archdioscesan priest, attended the Life Matters Pilgrimage to
Washington D.C. with the SLUH ProLife Club. During these trips, the students
befriended him, and he served as a role
model to many of them. In the spring of
2001, he spoke to Randy Rosenberg's
sophomore theology classes about vocations in the priesthood. Last week, Kuchar
was charged with sexual abuse of a minor,
a charge to which he later admitted.
Because there was a strong connection between Kuchar and a number of
SLUH students, President Paul Sheridan,
S.J., received a call from the Archdiocese
on Thursday mormng informing him of
the allegations.
Tim Chik, theology teacher and moderator of the Pro-Life Club, who has had
a long-standing personal relationship with
Kuchar, was called to Sheridan's office
around 11:00 Thursday morning. There
he met with Sheridan, Principal Robert
Bannister, Vice President of Advancement Thorn Digman, and Vice President
of Administration Brian Sweeney. Chik
was informed of the allegations, and the
group decided that they would make a
plan to present the information to the
students who had attended the trip.
Because of the emotional nature of
the situation, Chik took some time to
reflect. He says it may have been the
hardest thing he had ever had to hear in his
life. After a short time had passed, he gave

school administrators a list of the names
of students who had attended the January
trip. The group concluded that they would
meet with the students to inform them of
what had happened. "We wanted the
SLUH students to hear about this ... from a
community of love," Chik said.
The students were informed through
the after-school announcements that there
would be a meeting for those who had
gone on the trip in the Ignatian Conference Room immediately after school.
Sheridan and Chik both talked to the students, and they closed the meeting with a
prayer. Sheridan says that the goal of the
meeting was "to work with the kids and
support them."
Because of the timing of the incident,
some students who had attended the trip
were on the Kairos retreat when the news
broke. Sheridan called theglogy teacher
Jim Knapp, S.J., who was on the retreat.
Those students were informed during the
retreat, and given an opportunity to reflect
on it. He explained the connection of such
events to the retreat by saying that part of
the Kairos retreat is learning to live a
Christian life in the real world. He added,
"(The Church scandal) is part of that real
world."
News ofthe incident has been handled
in many different ways. The weight of the
information for a person was heavily dependent on how close they were to Kuchar.
Chik noted that good things can come out
of even the worst events. "I trust in the
God that's behind Fr. Kuchar," said Chik.
He also said that the support ofBannister,
see KUCHAR, 6
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CAFE WORKER
KUNKEL TO
UNDERGO CHEMO
Brian Fallon
Reporter

R

ecently, when students have walked
into the cafeteria at activity period or
lunch, many have noticed the absence of
Rose Kunkel, cashier and employee of
SLUH's cafeteria. Kunkel is currently
fighting a cancer called Non-Hodgkin's
Lymphoma, which affects the lymphatic
system. This is the second time Kunkel
has had chemotherapy to treat NHL, going in for treatment once before in 1999.
"It will take a while for Kunkel to
recover," said cafeteria manager Kathy
see KUNKEL, 6

Vt'anney 1/an;uislied

Ryan Harris (9) sets the ball with a Vianney
player in sight. The Jr. Bills b eat top-ranked
Vianney 15-13, 10-15, 15-12.
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Druids improve to 7-1-1 with win over Howell
'Team foo{r to win toumamenf; advance to regiona/S
Tim Piechowski
Core Staff
his week the Druids improved their
record to 7-1-1 as they defeated
Francis Howell 25-5.
The Druids carne into the game flat
compared to the excitement they had displayed against the DeSmet Spartans the
week before. However, after Francis
Howell scored to take an early 5-0 lead in
the game, the Druids got psyched.
"Wedidn' tcomeoutwith ournormal
intensity, but once they scored, we realized we needed to play hard to win," said
Druids back Ben Smith.
After Francis Howell scored their
only try of the game, the Druids went on
a scoring rampage, putting the ball past
the try zone a total of four times in the
game. With play that echoed the greatness
of the DeSmet game the week before, the
Druids forwards overpowered Howell in
their rucks, and the backs were unstoppable.

T

After the team scored three tries in
the first half, Pat Meier put the game even
further out of Howell's hands as he scored
three points on a penalty field goal. The
Druids led 18-5 at half.
In the second, the Druids continued
to control the flow of the game.
"We were just stronger than they
were," commented Druids prop Dave
Mahach.
During that half, forward Nate Wilson scored, ending a three-game drought
in which no forwards had scored any tries.
Just as the Druids began to think they
were going to pull away from the game
with a large celebration, trouble came
knocking.
Seemingly out of frustration at the
team's pending loss, a Francis Howell
player made a distinctively late tackle on
a Druids player. In order to protect his
teammate, a Druids player then tackled
the player who had just made the late hit.
Following this hit, a small skirmish ensued between the two teams. Once the

incident was broken up, the referee called
the game, and gave the 25-5 victory to the
Druids.
Coach Sue Walsh said of the incident, "It was unfortunate. Rugby is a code
of honor, and this shouldn't have happened. This is the first time anything like
this has happened." The coach of Francis
Howell could not be reached for comment.
Walsh went on to say that the team is
trying to look beyond the matter to this
week' s games, as the Druids will be in the
Missouri Rugby Football Union's tournament (MRFU's). If the Druids win, they
will advance to the regional tournament
next week.
The Druids hope that many Jr.
Billikens will come out this weekend to
cheer them on in their two games this
weekend. The first game is a rematch
against Francis Howell at 11:00 tomorrow, followed by a 3:30 showdown with
the Spartans of DeSmet.

Riflers hit the mark at Junior Olympics
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Reporter
ver spring break, three BoltActionBills traveled to Colorado
Springs to compete in the National Junior
Olympic Rifle Championships. Held at
the Olympic Training Center at the foot of
Pikes Peak, the Junior Olympics include
many types of shooting, from small bore
rifle to air pistol. The three shooters from
SLUH, senior Giles Walsh, junior Scott
Isaak, and sophomore Chris Seals, all
competed in smallbore rifle, while Isaak
took part in the air rifle competiton as
well.
The week consisted of several practice sessions, and finally two sessions of
record shooting near the end of the week.
The Riflebills had some adjusting to do,
due to the fact that the targets at the

0

Olympic Center are 50 meters away from
the shooters, instead of 50 feet away as in
SLUH's rifle range. Even small mistakes
were magnified on the difficult 50-meter
targets, resulting in slightly lower scores
for the Riflebills. The three shooters also
had roughly 10 penalty points deducted
altogether, due to someone else firing at
their targets. Seals was penalized 3 points
due to having 6 shots on one target instead
of the regular 5; a shooter nearby Seals
had misfired onto his target, putting too
many shots on one target. Because the
person who crossfired did not claim responsibility, Seals was penalized for that
shooter' s mistake.
A similar situation happened with
Walsh, who had a nearby shooter misfire
onto his targets a total of four times,
resulting in a penalty of7 points deducted
off Walsh's score.

Even with the difficult targets and
scoring problems, the shooters still posted
respectable scores. Seals fi nished in 56th
place with a 2 171 out of 2400. Isaak
grabbed 58th with a 2151, and Walsh
ended up in 67th with a 2145. Isaak also
posted a 1114 out of 1200 in the Air Rifle
competiton, placing him in 63rd place in
the Air Rifle standings.
Overall, the Olympic experience was
one that the Riflebills would like to have
again next year. As long as they are able to
post a qualifying score, they will return
again to the Training Center next year to
take part in the 2003 Jr. Olympics.
For this year, the rifle season is officially over. However, the varsity team
will travel to Atlanta, Georgia, in June to
compete in a 3-position air rifle match,
their last big match before the fall season.
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SLUH, Jesuits respond to sex abuse scandal
r'it~ an az:ifu!timefor tlie Cliurc/i

)) says J2lssistant Provincia!

office)."
Though there has been no policy change from the provincial's
office, the assistant to the provincial, Phil Steele, S.J., said that
In a time of waning numbers in religious vocations and
the Jesuit community's response is "pretty similar to how SLUR
church attendance, priests have come under fire from allegations
responds," with the emphasis on prevention. "It' s a way of being
of sexual abuse. Now, St. Louis has made itself one of the primary
prepared," Steele explained.
Steele also stressed that Jesuits will not tolerate sex offendsites of investigation, leading to the dismissal of at least two
parish priests and countless more investigations. These cases,
ers. During an investigation of a case of sexual abuse, Steele said
mostly involving the sexual abuse of a minor, have caused great
the accused would be removed from their position. "Obviously,
stirring in religious and educational institutions. SLUR fits the
one (sexual offender) is too many," Steele asserted.
bill for both.
"In the climate in which we're in, it would be really easy for
In Boston, too, the Church led investigations into cases of
accusations to be made, false or true," Steele said, addressing a
concern of many that investigations may tum into witch hunts.
sexual abuse. There, a paper trail led to the discovery of a priest
with a continued history of pedophilia who was continually put
Steele said also that the newspaper coverage has been sensain the care of children, at the recommendation of his superiors
tional: "It makes it sound like every other priest is doing this. You
who seemingly knew his history. The - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - hear so many stories and it makes you
investigation in Boston has led investi..., 1 C ~
./£
, C.:
feel like it's common."
1417
gators to a Cardinal, and has even enSteele said that Jesuits have an intered a private, Jesuit high school, Bostense psychological screening process
ton College Prep.
to prevent the entrance of pedophiles
into the Jesuits. "It's a pretty good
At SLUH, Jesuits and teachers are
feeling the effects of the swarm of aileprocess ... but it's not foolproof. ..
gations, as well as a trend of increased
With regards to the investigations in
sensitivity to sexual harassment and
jJifJJtaJ71
.1.1
high school -as with BC prep-Steele
abuse.
'J
said, "I've heard rumors that reporters
"I don't touch students anymore,"
~
IJ are asking questions, but I'm nota ware
said Jim Knapp, S.J. "You don't want
- - tm ..t\..W}J}J/ •./• of any. It's hard to believe that they
anything to be misinterpreted."
haven't been asking questions of people
Knapp said that the scandal has
. associated with high schools." Steele
made him embarrassed and discouraged, but he is hopeful that
reiterated that these rumors could easily be false, but it is likely
people do not make assumptions about all priests. ' 'I'm not
that some sort of investigation has occurred.
worried about my own reputation," Knapp said.
As a Jesuit, Steele hopes to focus on "the deep commitment
Knapp sees the real issues to be the victims and the integrity
that (Jesuits) have to educating kids and how much it hurts us
of the Church. "We have to really take care of the victims,"
when anything like this happens and how much we're trying to
Knapp stated. "That should be the Church' s primary concern."
take all the precautions we can to address any accusations we can
Knapp, like many others, believes that the Church and the
that come forward, but especially to prevent anything from
school should err on the side of the victims, and that the increased
happening in the future."
sensitivity to sexual abuse is an ultimately helpful thing. Knapp
Steele confessed his own sadness about the scandal. "It's
sighed: "I don' t think the Church has any other choice," regardhorrible to be a priest and live through this. It's an awful time for
ing the removal of priests and further investigations.
the Church."
Though most of the priests implicated in the sexual abuse
Asfaras changesatSLUR, Knapp pointedtotheissueofthe
cases were diocesan priests, Knapp knows that there is no
confessionals, where some of the incidents of sexual abuse took
immunity for the Jesuits from the scandal. "The priesthood is the
place. "For that to happen in a confessional is appalling," said
priesthood (regardless of religious order). It's a universal brothKnapp." The confessional is the height of sacredness. If you can' t
erhood." Knapp, however, does believe that the fact that Jesuits
feel safe there, then you can't feel safe anywhere."
live in a community does help them with personal issues.
Knapp and Principal Robert Bannister have discussed a plan
Despite this relationship of all priests, Knapp said that there
to put windows on all the confessionals, allowing an observer to
has not been change in policy from the Jesuit provincial, Frank
see the priest but not the confessor, preserving the sanctity and
Reele, S.J. As the leader of the Jesuit community on Lawn Place,
anonymity of the sacrament.
see CHURCH, 13
Knapp said, "Nothing has come down from above (the provincial's

Andy Neilsen
Editor in Chief
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PANCAKE
(from 7)
Said coach Paul Scovill after the
match, "They didn't win that match. We
beat ourselves."
After this disappointing first loss of
the season, the biggest match of the year
was upon the Whiteballbills. Arch-rival
and 5-time state champion Vianney came
to SLUH to engage in a good old-fashioned volleyball match.
The pre-game show for the Big Show
threatened to take the Best in Show prize
as the NBills outlasted Vianney' s Nina
2-hour schlobberknocker. Led by fantastic freshman Joe Guntli and super sophomore Andy Halaz, they won in an extremely exciting match 15-13, 10-15, 1715.
The Main Event couldn't come soon
enough for the Middleblockerbills, who
welcomed back Thuet after a two-day
stint on the DL. The action was riveting
from the get-go. Points were as hard to
come by as an ounce of motivation in the
senior hallway. Great plays were aplenty,
from diving digs from Thuet to monster
kills from Lutkewitte. The score ran up
evenly before the Golden Griffins jumped
out by 2. But SLUH never flinched and
rallied to win the game 15-13.
Said Kris Lowes of ~he first game,
"We needed to come out with the intensity and big plays early so they knew we
were for real. And we did that."
Trying to avoid a second match letdown, the Jr. Bills came out ready with
pistols loaded. But they accidentally
loaded them with blanks. They fell behind
6-0 early against a rejuvenated Vianney
squad. SLUH regrouped and battled back
to tie the score at 9-9. But Vianney pulled
away and eventually put the game away,

15-10.
For the second time that night, the
two best Volleyball programs in the area
sent teams into a tie-break. The electricity
in the gym could have solved all of
California's problems.
Quickly, Vianney took another early
lead, 2-0. But SLUH learned from the
previous game and fought back to tie the
game up at 4-4. The lead changed hands
several more times until the teams found
themselves in a familiar position, tied 9-9.
Great defense, greater digs, and some
nifty serving work from both sides kept
the game airtight. After a timeout, SLUH
took the lead and never looked back. They
got the score to 14-9, bringing the hundreds offans to their feet. But, as fate and
someone who likes watching people suffer would have it, the Jr. Bills failed to
convert on not one, not two, but three
serve opputunities. Meanwhile, Vianney
cut the lead to 14-1 2. But, Thuet finally
said enough is enough, and served up the
winning point in a truly memorable match.
Hysteria ensued. Fans and students
alike rushed the court as the mob broke
into an impromptu rendition of "Ole."
SLUH defeated Vianney for the first time
in 4 years.
"To quote Gordon Bombay of the
Mighty Ducks in D2 after a Team USA
win," Thuet said, '"That wasn't a win,
that was a statement."'
The VolleyBills did make a statement this week. They made it clear that
they, like every other team, can have a bad
game, but when they are on, they are a
force to be reckoned with. They roll on in
the season with a record of 5-1, keeping
their eyes on the ultimate prize, a state
crown.
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TENNIS UPDATE
Tuesday. April 16
Win vs. DeSmet 5-2
Wednesday. April 17
Loss vs. Vianney 4-3
Thursday. April 18
Loss vs. John Burroughs 7-0
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CHURCH
(from 11)
Knapp doesn't believe that there is
any problem at SLUH, but acknowledged
the possibility: "I'm not saying it couldn't
happen."
President Paul Sheridan confirmed
Knapp's assertion, saying, "We have no
occurrences of sexual abuse here."
Sheridan also said that, because of legal
restrictions, he would not be able to comment about a case even if there was one.
The key word in SLUH's stance on
sexual abuse is prevention. The Faculty
Handbook not only stresses good conduct
and knowledge of guidelines on teacher/
student contact, but also contains a detailed system of background checks for
teachers, including referring to the Division of Family Services.
When it comes to reporting and investigating such incidents, the handbook
speaks volumes as well. The policy is
designed to promote prompt discovery
and investigation of any such incidents:
"Every person with responsibility for
the care of children is required to make
a report (of an occurrence or accusation
of sexual abuse)," says the handbook.
The handbook also reminds staff members that any failure to report an incident
of abuse is a class A misdemeanor.
The handbook goes on to detail the
procedure of notifying Family Services,
parents, and the President and Principal
ofSLUH. The policy ends on a somewhat
ambiguous note, stating that "steps will
be taken to remove" any person found to
have had inappropriate sexual conduct or
probable inappropriate sexual conduct
with a student. Sheridan clarified the
policy: when asked if, under any circumstances, a faculty member would be retained upon finding such conduct, he replied, "No. Absolutely not."
Sheridan also cites his de facto policy
ofhaving two teachers on overnight school
trips as an example of what the handbook
calls SLUH' s "primary goal (with regards
to abuse) is to prevent child abuse."
The handbook also states that the
"primary method of prevention is education." In section 1, paragraph 3, the handbook says: "SLUH students should be

educated about child abuse and the need
to report any attempted or actual abuse to
their teachers, principals or other appropriate persons." The answer to this education has come recently in many Theology
classes.
Though the classes have recently included discussions on sexual abuse and
the Catholic Church scandal, questions
about the inclusion of the issue of child
abuse in Sheridan's recent wellness campaign are harder to answer.
Because of the recent allegations in
the Church and the fact that child abuse
seems to be an important part of the faculty handbook, it would seem that the
issue would merit inclusion in Sheridan's
broad-based speeches on wellness. However, no such issues were addressed.
"It wasn' t on my radar screen,"

r'i'ltt Ve'!f sacftfenecfby tlie

i!ltreatment o/cliifrfren.
Priesti are supposecfto live
under a liffflier standard.''
- Pau!Siienifat; S.;J.
Sheridan admitted. Because the scandal
with the priests had not broken open until
after the campaign of speeches had begun, Sheridan did not include the issue in
his speeches.
Sheridan continued, "I don't think
anything would've been gained by bringing everyone together in the gym. We're
dealing with this through class discussions, homilies, and conversation .. .I think
that's all we need to do right now."
Sheridan did say, however, that the
topic of sexual abuse will be included in
the future of his student wellness campaign.
Though Sheridan is aware of the possibility of child abuse here at SLUH, he
contended, "I don't think it is an issue at
SLUH in terms of victimization. There's

not a complacency, but I think people
know the boundaries."
In terms of the scandal as a whole,
Sheridan was very vocal. "I'm very saddened by the ill treatment of children.
Priests are supposed to live under a higher
standard."
Principal Robert Bannister echoed
the sentiments of Sheridan and Knapp.
"It's a devastating situation," he acknowledged. Bannister said that the school's
main action in the past years has been
designed to prevent at-risk situations for
sexual abuse between students and teachers. Again, Bannister does not see any
problem at SLUH, but he believes that
additional care is necessary in a time like
this.
For the most part, Bannister and the
school have tried to make every area of
the school observable by passers-by to
avoid any risky or uncomfortable situations, such as having windows in every
classroom, and making locations on retreats observable as well. "It's really
two safeties," Bannister explained. "One
for the students and one for the teachers." Bannister said that teachers, by
easy observation, would remain out of
suspicion if a spurious accusation was
· made.
Bannister summarized, "All we're
doing in light of this is checking our own
procedures, making sure we are abiding
by what we say (in the policy)."
Bannister, showing confidence in the
faculty and staff, admitted that his real
worry was not about sexual abuse per se.
Bannister said that one danger of an accusatory climate due to the recent scandals is
that no one is above suspicions, especially
faculty or staff that have been recently
dismissed. "I would hate to believe that
just because a person left people would
put aspersions on them," said Bannister
Though addressing an accusation
would present a great ordeal for a school,
all of the administrators and priests interviewed focused on the prevention of incidents of child abuse. Said Knapp, "The
Church's primary obligation now is to
protect kids."
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by Patrick Meek
FRIDAY. APRIL 19
ScheduleR
Activity Period: Freshman Class Meeting
B-BB @ Hancock @ Heine Meine @ 4
V/JV- VB vs Kirkwood @ 415 pm
SATURDAY. APRIL 20
V/JV- VB@ Parkway Tourn.@ 9 am
B-BB @ MICDS @ 3:30
C-BB @ Chaminade@ Heine Meine@ 7

MONDAY. APR. 22
ScheduleR
Activity Period: How to Succeed Freshman Year@ Mizzou in M215
V-Track @ Vianney Relays@ 4:00
V-Golfvs@ MCC Conference@ Stone

European Son
Calendar
Wolf @ 3:30
V-BB@ Webster@ 4:15
C-BB@ CBC@ Heine Meine@ 7:00

April19-26
V/JV-VB @ Oakville @ 415 pm
V-BB @Summit @ Heine Meine@ 7:00
B-BB @ Summit@ 4:15
C-BB @ DuBourg @ Affton@ 4:15

TUESDAY. APR. 23
Schedule B
V-Track@ Vianney Relays@ 4:00
V/JV-TN vs Chaminade @ 4 pm
V/JV- VB@ CBC@ 516 pm
V-Golfvs Vianney@ Riverside@ 3:30
JV-Golf vs Vianney @ Normandie @
3:30
V-BB @ CBC @ Heine Meine@ 7:00
B-BB @ CBC@ 4:15

THURSDAY. APR. 25
ScheduleR
V-Track @ Clayton Invit. @ 3:20
V/JV-TN @ Edwardsville @ 4 pm
V -Golf vs Borgia @ Franklin County CC
@ 3:30
V-BB@ Affton@ 4:15
B-BB @ Affton@ Heine Meine@ 4:15

WEDNESDAY. APR. 24
Schedule B

SPITBALL
(from 8)
Feeney got things started in the seventh with a leadoff triple that cleared the
head of the right fielder. Aiazzi followed
with a triple of his own that scored Feeney
to tie the game 3-3. The next batter was
Jim Manning, who smoked a frozen rope
down the left field line for a double
that put the Jr. Bills on top. After a
wild pitch that advanced Manning
to third, head coach Steve
Nicollerat called for a steal of
home. The move caught the Tigers off guard and seemed to break
their backs, as the Jr. Bills were
able to hold on for a 5-3 victory.
"We've been working on
plays like that all year," said Manning. "We couldn't have asked for
a better time to run that play. I'm
definitely glad it worked out, and
I'm looking forward to more plays
like that."
The Jr. Bills hoped to fo1low
up an impressive victory against
Hancock with another stellar effort against Belleville West on
Wednesday evening, but the game
was postponed and rescheduled
for a later date due to the missing
umpires. The Basebills will re-
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FRIDAY. APR. 26
Schedule M
V-TN @ Belleville East Tourn. @ 4 pm

J2lnnouncements
group and play Roosevelt Thursday afternoon as many of the second stringers will
get playing time. Also, the Jr. Bills are
scheduled for a busy weekend with the
rescheduling of previously postponed
games. Look to the PN calendar for game
times.

M&M Lawn Service is looking for new
lawns this year. M&M will underbid any
professional quotes. M&M uses professional grade mowers with wide decks to
create broad stripes. Edging and blowing
also offered. Call us: (3 14) 277-0545
Artists: Remember to get your artwork to
Sean Smith (M118) before Monday's art
deadline for Sisyphus. Gain SLUH immortality and have your work in Sisyphus.
The annual Mother's Club Dinner and
Fashion Show, "A Picnic at the Park,"
will be held Wednesday, April24, 2002,
at the Chase Park Plaza Hotel, 212
Kingshi ghway at the corner of
Kingshighway and Lindell. The evening
will begin at 6 p.m. with a cash bar, and
dinner will be served at 7:15p.m. Fashions from Dillards modeled by moms and
students will be shown at 8 p.m. Chances
for a weekend at Innsbrook, a watch, or
dinner and theater tickets, as well as attendance prizes, and Pot 0' Gold will be sold
to the lucky winners. Please make your
reservation through Linda Saracino, (314)
481-0428. Tickets cost $40, and tables
seat ten. There is an additional charge for
parking in the hotel garage. Senior moms
Karen Beck and Jan Wacker have organized this event for the Mothers' Club.
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Quizbills sweep districts, head to state
U'fiite-{nuc{fer in tlie_finalS emf> in 15-point win
Joey Neilsen
Reporter

I

t's thattimeofyearagain. The skies are
clear and blue, and the breeze is warm.
Trees are showing leaves, flowers are
blooming. Some of us think baseball,
others golf, still others track, romance, or
summer. For eight SLUH students,
though, spring is not a time for such
frivolities. As spring begins, their thoughts
turn to trivia.
That' s right. It's Quiz Bowl season.
Since the seniors returned from projects
in early February, the team has been practicing Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays in M209 after school, under the
guidance of moderator and math teacher

Tom Becvar. Team members are seniors
Jon Britt, Conor Hagen, Ben McCloskey,
Joey Neilsen, Brian Shaver, Tom Venker,
Jason Wever, and junior Mark Murphy.
The team' s first competition was
scheduled for Saturday, April 6. The
Quizbills started the day well, defeating
DuBourg High School in the first round
by a score of 370-100. The next four
games did not go as well for the Jr. Bills,
who lost twice to Visitation Academy and
twice to Priory, taking fourth place in the
tournament overall.
The team returned to SLUR determined to perform better in the district
competition the next Saturday. The week
passed with four short practices, and the
Jr. Bills showed up at 8: 15 in the SLUR

Jazzbills toot their horns to 2nd
place at St. Charles West Invite
John Castelli

Reporter
n April 6, SLUH's Jazz III Band
participated in the annual St. Charles
West Jazz Invitational in the 3A division
for schools under 1,000 students.
The competition, which takes only
about 20 minutes per group, was scored
by three judges in the categories of ensemble (how well they played as a group),
rhythm, the soloists, and the over-all performance. With a possible high score of
100 points, SLUR placed second with a
score of 85.33, just behind winner
Chaminade' s 87.33. The band in third
place walked away with a score of only
75.00.
The judges also recognized three
soloists from theSLUHband: Peter Segrist
(piano), Mike Renard (guitar), and Eirik
Cheverude (tenor saxophone).
Mike Renard, who says he learned
his fust chord at six, received recognition
for both jazz band and combo.

O

Commenting on his performance, Renard
said, "I think I gave the best solo I've ever
performed in front of people for the jazz
performance."
The thing that really put the band
over the top was the band's middle piece,
a hip-hop shuffle, "Top Daddy."
AccordingtoJazzBand teacher Bryan
Mueller, "(The band) had a very fine
musical moment there, playing that
piece. . .It was just outstanding."
The SLUR musicians' last song was
a complex Latin piece. Mueller believed
it did not fall flat, but if they would have
had another special moment on that piece,
they would have won.
The Jazz Band also participates in the
St. Mary's Jazz Festival (non-competitive) and goes on tour to Denver every two
years. The band has been participating in
the St. Charles West competition for three
years.
"I would say we virtually had a flawless performance," concluded Mueller of
his band's performance.

Jesuit wing for donuts and a pep talk from
team captain Joey Neilsen. The tournament started at 9:00, with SLUR set to
face Rosati-Kain and Cor Jesu in the first
rounds.
Each game consists of four quarters.
The fust and third quarters have fifteen
toss-up questions worth ten points each,
and the second and fourth quarters have
ten toss-ups each with four five-point bonus questions, for a total of 900 points
possible in a game. The Bills started off
well, beating Rosati-Kain in the first round
by a score of 430-260.
The Bills had a bye in the second
round because a nearby school backed out
and took the opportunity to watch the
other teams compete.
The third round brought a team record
to the Quizbills, who beat Cor Jesu by a
score of 515-155. The Bills played
DuBourg in the semifinals, beating them
withalittlemoredifficulty360-315.Meanwhile, Lafayette beat Chaminade 520-200,
advancing to play SLUH for the championship.
The game was close, with SLUR in
the lead for most of the game by twenty or
thirty points. The final round found the Jr.
Bills up by 45 points, 255-210. Six questions later, Lafayette had cut the lead to
twenty. With two questions to go, SLUH
was up by fifteen. When a certain team
captain failed to divide 21 by 7, Lafayette
took the lead, 365-360.
· Neilsen buzzed in for the last question, "Identify the outer garment worn by
judges," expecting a different question.
After 2.6 of the given three seconds, he
said, "Robe." Timekeeper and senior Dave
Gleason said, "I was trying to decide if I
should give him extra time." SLUR won
the game on that question, 385-370.
Several Quizbills performed quite
well throughout the day. Team. captain
Neilsen answered 64 toss-up questions
correctly, placing first in the district.
McCloskey also did well, answering 18
questions. The team will continue to practice for the State competition in Columbia, Mo., on May 4.
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Ally campaign raises important
questions about sexual morality

3

Steve Sanders believes Ally
campaign's message was clear

To the Editor:

To the Editor:

In response to last week's lead article and accompanying
letters on the controversy surrounding the Ally campaign and its
suppression, I am concerned that we are settling for safe conversations about flaws in procedure and language on the part of the
program's student organizers when their actions invite us to
engage much riskier and more important questions-questions
about how we as a Christian community can take seriously the
Church's challenge to universal love and acceptance of persons
(explicitly extended to homosexuals) while remaining true to
the Church's rich teaching on sexual morality (explicitly condemning of homosexual acts). What should a Catholic high
school expect of its homosexual students, and what should such
students expect of their school community?
In answer to the first question, let me suggest that a high
school is one of the few places in the Church where our
expectations of homosexuals ought not to be substantially
different from our expectations of heterosexuals. The Church
calls homosexual intercourse sinful just as it calls extramarital,
heterosexual intercourse sinful. So, as a Catholic institution, we
challenge all of our students to the high demands of chastity at
a time in their lives when their desires are very much otherwise.
We encourage them to find healthy ways of channelling their
sexual energies, to explore emotional intimacy through dating
see ALLY, 6

The issue of establishing a group, club, or organization at
SLUR that would deal with sexual awareness has certainly been
a highly controversial and much debated topic. As we all know, the
progress of the development of the group was halted by SLUH
administration.
In talking with many others, I can only think of two logical
reasons for doing such a thing. My first conclusion would be that
the administration thought that the campaign condoned the "homosexual act." The campaign's goal was to "educate (oneself) and
others about oppression, heterosexism, and homophobia, and (to)
combat them on a personal level." Now, in my many times of
reading and re-reading the Ally pledge nowhere does it condone
the "homosexual act" itself (homogenital act). So, essentially the
group's goal would be to simply inform others and support the
non-heterosexual community; therefore the SLUH administration
couldn' t have shut down the campaign for condoning homogenital
acts-because it doesn't.
The second conclusion that I reached would be that SLUH
was under fire from the alumni-probably threatening to withhold
donations because we're addressing such an issue. Essentially, we
would be addressing something that is "not called for here at
SLUH." And why would alumni do such a thing? Homophobiathe very thing that the group is meant to combat. When I asked a
see SANDERS, 4

High school pressure, activities can be too much for students
To the Editor:
"How you gonna get there.. .if you bum yourself out and die
too soon?" That' s a quote by one of my favorite bands, The
Juliana Theory. I have been thinking about all the suicides I've
heard about lately, and, though a bleak subject, I feel it had to be
discussed.
Just last week a girl at Oakville High School slit her wrists
and ankles. Her parents came home unexpectedly and found her
and, luckily, got her help. She is now undergoing major therapy.
I hear of stories like these all too often. I am a counselor for
junior high kids, and I have been shocked lately at the number
of kids that I talk with who have seriously contemplated, or even
attempted, suicide.
It is not just the 7th and 8th graders either. Many of my
friends that are in high school have tried to take their own lives
as well.
I've also talked with my parents and friends' parents about
suicide during their teen years. They said, for the most part, that
they couldn't ever remember thinking of suicide, that it really
wasn' t an issue for them. After hearing many of the comments
and reasons for them, I concluded that life has become much
more hectic and stressful over the years.

The fact that SLUH and other organizations in the United
States have Wellness Clubs and similar groups is excellent.
However, it further proves the point that people's lives are too
stressful- stressful to the point of needing a club like that to
remind us to sit back and take in the beauty oflife-to slow down!
This issue is pertinent, and we must try to figure out some
possible answers to it. If SLUH is supposed to be this elite group
of intellectuals, which I believe it to be, then I suggest that we don' t
just sit around and watch these suicidal tendencies fester, but
rather, that we figure out, as a community, some solutions. I am not
offering a definite answer to the problem, but just some questions
to consider. Is the workload we have (academics, co-curricular
activities, and maybe even an outside job as well) really necessary? What can be done to decrease the stress level in our lives?
Should we really have to be instructed on how to just sit back and
reflect? How can we attempt to slow our lives down and appreciate
life for all that it is?
Whatever the answers to these questions may be, we must
ponder them and then put our solutions into action. For what in this
life could be important enough to make someone want to throw it
away?
N. Zachary Georgeoff ' 03

.,
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Religious vocation focus at SLUR in question after Career Day
To the Editor:

contact for him) so that Dan would have had a chance to speak
with someone who had chosen a religious life. I hope and pray
AsaparentoftwoyoungmenattendingSt.LouisUniversity
that that will still happen so that Dan' s questions might be
High School, I read Dan Sinnett's Letter to the Editor in the April
answered and his interest might be nurtured.
5,2002,issueofthePrepNewswithsomeinterestandagreatdeal
Parents choose a private, Catholic education for their chilof disappointment. First, I was disappointed that, from the very
dren for many reasons, and all are likely valid and true. I,
personally, wanted my sons to know God and to develop a
beginning, 'Religious Vocations' was not included in the list of
possible career choices at a Jesuit -::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::;::::;::::::::::;:::::::- personal relationship with Him that
would sustain them as they grow
Catholic High School. My perhaps
1
naive hope would be that, every
Tf ·
_I '
and mature and face a very uncerday in their theology classes the
bf7fftlzlll~
tain future. I wanted them to know
importance of vocations would at
•J
v ·
·Zf/
z;·
that, regardless of life's inevitable
I
JtOt
struggles, they would not be alone;
least be mentioned by their teachers and that the students would be
that God would be there to help
them, to guide them, and to offer
reminded often to make time in
their busy lives to listen for God's
-:J J.
them comfort. I was confidentthat
theycouldgetanacademiceducacall. That call may not come as a
bolt of lightning, but rather as a
Z/'
tion regardless of where they atwhisper heard or felt in a quiet
tended school, but I wanted them
moment of reflection. There are many passages in Scripture that
to know God and to feel his presence in all aspects of their lives.
call us to be attentive to those whispers.
I think that is what Dan wanted, a chance to explore that
Second, in this instance, when a student very clearly and
relationship, and, at least in this instance, he was denied. We as
directly expressed his interest in these religious vocations, I was
Catholics may all be the losers if, in addition to not listening for
extremely disappointed that no effort was extended to accommothe whispers of God, we don't hear and respond to the very direct
plea of one young man.
date his interest and potentially the interests of other young men.
The very least that could have been done would have been to refer
Anonymous
him to one of the priests on staff (or better yet, to have made the

''i 'ZI/as disannofntedtfiat_, hom
tfie Veru
'!/(fMlOUS
1/ocatioJtS UJas
inc!udetftlz

tlie list o-lpossibte career clioices
at a5esuit Catliofic .JiiufiScfioo["

SANDERS
(from 3)
neighbor of mine who was also a SLUH alum, he said that "the
issue of discussing one's sexual orientation at SLUH is just out
ofline and uncalled for." I partly agree with this statement, in that
it isn't others' business what one's sexual preference is, but it IS
an issue when an individual is treated unfairly because of it.
Discrimination, in any form, is detrimental to the forward
progress of mankind. Racism, classism, and sexism are all things
that SLUH actively combats. Here at SLUH, we are called to
"grow in personal competence and in commitment to [build]
Christ's Kingdom ... " as stated in the SLUH mission statement.
To clarify the ideals that SLUH wishes to instill within each
graduating studen~ SLUH has made the "St. Louis U. High
Graduate At Graduation." I won't recite the whole thing, as
everyone can plainly read it in the Parent-Student Handbook.
In the "Grad At Grad," it says that there are many elements
that a SLUH grad will incorporate into his identity. It says that a
SLUH grad must be open to growth, intellectually competent,
religious, loving, and committed to doingjustice.l'll simply state
a few passages. A SLUH grad "is growing in awareness of the
global nature of many current social problems surrounding
human rights .. .is beginning to confront some of the moral

ambiguities imbedded in values promoted by Western culture...
will also have examined his own religious feelings and beliefs
with a view to choosing his fundamental orientation toward God
and his relationship with a religious tradition and/or community."
Interestingly enough, the "Grad At Grad" addressed many
other forms of discrimination, but not against non-heterosexuals.
It states that a SLUH grad" ... has begun to come to grips with
personal prejudices and stereotypes; communicates more easily
with others, especially with peers of other races, religions,
nationalities, and socioeconomic backgrounds." So how is it that
SLUH speaks out against all other forms of discrimination, but
not this?
As a soon-to-be SLUH grad, it is my duty to demand that we
openly address the personal prejudices and moral ambiguities
within our own school and live as we are meant to live, "in
commitment to building Christ's Kingdom of justice, love and
peace." Or am I, by following Catholic teaching and the SLUH
ideals set forth for me, just being out of line?
Steve Sanders '02
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Carr, '80, to give benefit concert in theater
ProceedS_frompianist:S sfiow togo to 0~
Dan Butler
Reporter
ichard Carr, ' 80, will be returning to
his alma mater this Friday to perform
a piano concert on behalf of the Outdoor
Experience Club (OEC).
Carr was heavily involved in the
music scene during his high school years.
He was a member of both the regular
band, in which he played the french horn,
and the pep band, in which he played the
cymbals. While in the band, he began a
close relationship with deceased band director John Milak that he would maintain
for years afterward. Milak was "very supportive" when he learned of his former
student's budding music career, Carr said.
Carr's fourth album, When Soul andHearts
Collide, was dedicated to the memory of
the late Milak.
After high school, Carr chose to play
college basketball at a small college in
Kansas. He liked playing sports and enjoyed his time in college, but he still had
a longing for music. After several years,

R

Piis U'ee{ tit
P9{%istOJY
April 20, 1979
Volume 43, Number 31
"The statement in the March 30 edition of
the Prep News stating that Mr. and Mrs. J.
Grimes and Mr. Bob Trigg together purchased the country home at Cashbah was
in error. The home was bought solely by
Mr. and Mrs. Grimes; Mr. Trigg did not
participate in the buying of the home."
Apri116, 1981
Volume 45, Number 31
"Coming soon to a bookstore near you ...
the new Billiken and School Seal "Club
Tie" and scarf. Available in navy blue and
silver weave, these babies can be the
Father's Day, Mother's Day, or Graduation gift for a mere 10 bucks !"

he found himself at Southern lllinois University-Edwardsville, pursuing an undergraduate degree in music. He then attended graduate school at North Texas.
After graduation, Carr began a coaching
career, which would take him to California. After coaching for several years, Carr
took a job in sports management in New
Orleans.
Carr's life changed greatly after he
left the New Orleans job in 1996. Out o"f a
job, another musician asked him to fill in
one night at a bar. Carr's music career
began shortly thereafter, as he supported
himself playing the piano on Bourbon
Street. He became a professional out of
necessity, eventually establishing his own .
record label. His music is described as
"romantic acoustic piano melodies" by a
recent press release.
Carr composes his own songs, often
improvising during recordings and concerts. He remains influenced by his time
atSLUH, adding, "SLUH laid the foundations that help me wander through this
crazy business called music."

Being a professional musician on his
own can be very difficult, Carr said. He
has been working hard for the last five
years and has sold over 5,000 albums. He
has six releases on his label, Rec' d, which
he began a few years ago. As well as
receiving numerous accolades from other
professionals in the industry, Carr has
now successfully achieved national distribution through his label.
''National distribution is a major stumbling block for many labels," Carr says.
He sometimes has had difficulty to achieve
recognition. "I'm in agenrethat'sstrange,"
Carr noted. "These type of songs don't get
a lot of airplay."
Carr plans on performing several
songs from his newest release, American
Reflection, as well as various other selections and at least one new song which he
will compose on the spot. Tickets to see
this show will be $15.00 for adults and
$9.00 for students. The proceeds will go
towards funding the OEC. More information about Carr is available on his web site
at, www.richardcarr.com.

Cfiinese J2lrt 101
On Wednesday
night, SLUH
welcomed
Fontbonne
professor Mr.
Lou to lead a
workshop on
Chinese art.
Attended by
Ms. Bugnitz's
water
color
class,
the
workshop
focused on two
subjects:
painting
flower s and
Chinese painting of trees. Attendees learned
specific ways to
hold the brush
and apply ink to
the brush. " I
thinkthateveryoneenjoyedit,"
said Ceramics
teacher Mary
Whealon.
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New business manager hired
Schnabfe rep!aces !Downey on tliirt!f!oor
schools and municipalities, and dealt with
Kirkwood finances.
Schnable joins the school to take
he administration recently hired Eric
over all the business duties, but doesn't
exactly know all of the jobs he will be
Schnable, who started working here
Monday, as the new business manager.
undertaking. But he does know that he
plans to work on handling the endowment
Schnable joined SLUH after his best
friend's father,
fund, along
who is good
with donations
friends with
from alumni
Vice President
and Cashbah.
of AdministraAccounting
tion
Brian
Clerk Terry
Sweeney,
Meiners noted
alerted him of
that his job dethe opening at
scription e na funeral they
tails, "taking
were attendcare of all the
ing. Schnable
finances at
had quit his
SLUH." He's
also taking
former job at
Croghan and
New employee Schnable at his
over the billing
Croghan CPAs in Kirkwood in December
and collection of tuition.
and was in between jobs when he learned
Schnable's hiring comes after the deabout the position. At Croghan and
parture of former manager Matthew
Croghan, Schnable prepared many perDowney.
sonal tax returns, audited many local high
Schnable, who is a Vianney High and
SLU graduate of2001, is currently working towards his master's degree in accounting at UMSL.
(from 1)
Hylla, "but we plan to have her back for
next year."
A few students also mentioned their
(from 1)
concern for Kunkel. Said freshman Henry
Knapp, Sheridan, and Jim Linhares was a
Samson, "Rose has always had something nice to say to everyone, and always
great help through the time.
NextMonday, aMass will be held for
has a big smile." .
those who had attended the trip. Junior
Freshman Mike Roth symaptbized
Dan Sinnett has played a major part in
with Kunkel's condition, saying, "I think
organizing the Mass. He said of the inciit would be great if we could have a small
dent, "Even with everything that's gone
prayer service to pray for Rose as a comon, that doesn't negate the good that he's
munity."
done."
Hylla also mentioned that Kunkel
Chris Wegan has also managed to
has thanked everyone for their support
remember the good despite the bad. "I still
and concern of her condition. Kunkel has
trust what he said to me and the guidance
always been such a wonderful part of the
he tried to give me, because I know that
SLUR community, with her beaming perwhat he did for me led me to God, and if
sonality and her never-ending smile. The
that was his purpose, then it was proper
community should keep Kunkel in its
guidance," he said.
prayers as she continues her fight.

Patrick Stephens
Reporter

T
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ALLY
(from 3)
and friendship and to learn appropriate
physical ways of expressing such intimacy; · but we encourage them to do all
these things without having sex. Given
the counter-force of a cultural machinery
driven by sexual desire, we are asking a
lot; but, again, is there any reason we need
ask something more of homosexual students than we do of their heterosexual
peers? Of course, we know that some of
our students of whatever sexual orientation will choose not to take up the challenge of the Church's sexual morality and
that others will try but fall short and that
still others will keep every commandment
yet miss the invitation to love and freedom that lies behind the rules. Even as we
tolerate such shortcomings, as a Catholic
institution, we should keep holding out
the highest ideal of our tradition, and we
should not be ashamed to do so.
But high expectations are cruel if
they aren't accompanied by a strong show
of compassion and support. Our homosexual students have a right to demand
that, as a Catholic school, we do everything within our power to make this a safe
place for them to come to terms with their
identity. We owe as much to all our students, but more so to our homosexual
students whose passage to a healthy understanding of their sexuality is made all
the more difficult by bigotry and shame.
Instead of our support, however, they
more often receive only our silence and
our fear of being misconstrued. We are
far better at making sure people know that
the Church condemns homosexual acts
than we are at making clear that the Catholic Church condemns homophobia. And
each time we fail to stand up for our
homosexual students, we let ourselves be
dangerously complicit with those who
would use Church teaching to cloak their
insecurity and hatred. I agree with Fr.
Houlihan that the Ally campaign was a
missed opportunity for SLUH, but I think
that it is we, the adult community of the
school, who have missed the opportunity;
and our students have a right to be disappointed in us.
Terry Quinn

April19, 2002
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Volley bills beat #1 Vianney in · thriller

=B-r-:-ia-n--=w=-a-c-:-k_e_r~--------

Reporter

I

f one were challenged to find a famous
quote to sum up the past week for the
varsity volleyball team, he would have to
look no furthur than A Tale of Two Cities,
by Charles Dickens: "It was the best of
times, it was the worst of times." The
VolleyBills emerged from a busy week
with two wins and one loss, but they were
not accumulated as one might think.
Last Friday, theHarrisBills traversed
Highway 40 to take on the Mustangs from
Marquette. The game was an obvious
mismatch, but the Jr. Bills didn't want to
take any chances. They put the pressure
on early and often to come out of the first
game 15-4 with a strong performance by
Jim Lutkewitte, who racked up 12 points
over the two games.
"What can I say? We were just clicking together," commented Lutkewitte.
The clicking continued as the Jr. Bills
won the second game 15-2, despite the

absence of the team's #1 team manager.
score to 12-9, but they eventually fell in
Junior Brian Guntli had 4 aces in the two
the first game 15-10. "We made a bunch
of dumb mistakes," said Harris of the first
games.
After a weekend filled with anxiety,
game.
the Quinnbills
Harris led the
had the toughest
Slammybills
stretch of the seainto the secson. Monday
ond game with
they took a trip to
a renewed
South City to
sense of deterbattle with the
mination.
mighty Dragons
They jumped
from St. Mary's,
out early to a
with the match
6-0 lead and
against arch-riheld off a late
val Vianney on
Dr agon
Wedne s day
charge
to
weighing heavy Colin Carroll and Alex Lepp go up for a block against Vianney. emerge with a
on their minds.
15-9 win.
SLUH, missing U-17National ChamBut during the tie-break game, SLUH
pion senior John Thuet due to illness,
resorted to its "dumb mistakes" from the
came out looking sluggish and uncoordifirst game. Poor serving, shady passing,
nated as they fell behind early 11-2. They
and failure to put away the big spikes
valiantly fought back under the leaderultimately led to a 15-llloss.
ship of captain Ryan Harris to bring the
see PANCAKE, 12

illtirnate Frisbee gets to Nashville quaterfinals
Patrick Stephens
Reporter

L

ast Friday eleven SLUH students,
chaperoned by both freshman theology teacher Paul Spitzmueller and team
captain Denis Agniel' s father, traveled to
Nashville, Tennessee, to participate in an
ultimate frisbee tournament. Teams came
from many areas of the country, including
Massachusetts, Atlanta, and St. Louis, to
compete in this annual tournament.
Ultimate Frisbee is played on a field
shaped like a football field and is marked
with end zones. The object of the game is
to pass the frisbee up the field, and a point
is scored when the offensive team catches
the frisbee in the end zone. Games start
with one team throwing the frisbee from
their end line to the other team and are
played to 13 unless called due to time.
The Frisbeebills got off to an early
start Saturday morning, arriving for their
games at 9:15. But the Jr. Bills had their
work cut out for them, taking on the thirdranked team in the country, Woodward

Academy, in their first game.
Woodward came out strong and overwhelmed the Jr. Bills early with crisp
throws, but SLUH stayed in the game
with stellar defense and killer dives. Senior Peter Berns led the Ultimatebills with
four points and was the emotional leader
in the first game, giving up his body for
the team. But in the end, time was SLUH' s
ultimate enemy as the game was called
due to time, and SLUH lost 12-7.
Team captain junior Denis Agniel
was pleased with the team's performance,
saying, "For it being our first game as a
team since last July against a superior
team, I was really proud of our guys."
After suffering a disappointing defeat at the hands of the host city's team,
Brutal Grassburn, SLUH turned around
its day with two solid victories against
Padejia N and Baylor, 13-3 and 13-2,
respectively. The Jr. Bills' zone defense
was the key to both victories, as the team's
tenacity rushed its opponents into anxious
throws. Agniel commented later, "Our

disc skills and athleticism helped us win
those games."
· SLUH' s 2-2 record plotted the team
against high-flying Montgomery Bell
Academy in its first gam~ of the singleelimination round. After an eventful trip
to the fields, prolonged due to lost directions, MBA jumped out to a 7-1 lead at
halftime, stunning SLUH.
Spitzmueller fired up the Jr. Bills,
saying, "If you guys want to go home,
let' s go right now. I'll go start the car."
After that the Frisbeebills had a mission
and scored three straight points. But MBA
regained its composure and went on a 2-0
run, setting the score at 9-4. SLUH fell
back on its zone to stop the bleeding and
worked tenaciously on offense to surge
back into the game and get the score to 9-

7.
Already exhausted by the running a
zone defense requires, the Jr. Bills surrendered the final point in a losing effort after
many turnovers and controversy. One Jr.
see DISC, 8
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Batbills harmner U. City, ttnprove to 8-2
John Stewart
Reporter

A

n overwhelming defeat at the expense of Vianney las t
... ,
Wednesday seemed to be detrimental to the Jr. Bills' confidence.
However, if any partofyou thinks
the Basebills aren't confident in
their abilities, just ask U. City's
opinion after their 21-0 shellacking at the hands of the Jr. Bills
Thursday afternoon.
The Lions were unable to
make the game competitive as
the Foulpolebills shot out to an
early 5-0 lead in the top half of
the first, sparked by key base hits
from junior Adam Twellman and
seniors Eric Enright and Ryan
Wessels.
Hurler Tyler Faulstich overm atched the unfortunate hitters
by striking out four of the seven
batters he faced while only allowing one hit.
"I really wanted to come out
and try to get us back on track after the loss
to Vianney," said Faulstich. "The guys
did a great job of getting run support early
and took some of the pressure off."
The first inning was just a premonition of things to come for U. City as the
Basebills pounded out 16 more runs on 12
hits in the next four innings. This game
was never meant to go the traditional
seven innings as the Jr. Bills mercied the
Lions in five innings while only allowing
three base runners throughout the entire
game.
During this dominating perforrriance,
the Jr. Bills scored an unprecedented 11
runs in the fifth inning. The team successfully batted through the full lineup twice
in the inning. Two lasers off the bat of
Matt Lange and two RBI's from sophomore Ricky Wiese sparked the offense as
everyone who dressed S(!.W action.
"We did a good job at taking advantage of our at-bats," replied Lange. "I just
went up there and tried to hit the ball

hard."
The weekend was originally scheduled to be quite busy for the Jr. Bills, but
inclement weather limited the Basebills

to only one contest against Warrenton on
Saturday afternoon. Once again the Jr.
Bills jumped out to a 5-0 lead, led by the
hot bats of Tony Aiazzi and junior Andy
Hecht. Hecht lept past classmate Pat
Feeney for the team lead in hits with 11.
Aiazzi reached base in all three at bats
while driving in one run and scoring another.
"I was able to get a good read of the
ball coming out of the pitcher's hand,"
said Aiazzi. "It always feels nice to hit the
ball hard no matter where it goes."
Faulstich, along with junior Matt
McArthur, cooled down the Warrenton
bats while only allowing three runs and
striking out seven in as many innings.
Faulstich lowered his ERA to 3.68 while
standing strong in the pitching rankings in
the MCC by ranking in the top five of nine
different categories in the conference. He
is gradually becoming one of the best and
most consistent pitchers not only in the
conference, but the entire area.

The Basebills were able to withstand
a late rally by theWarriors as they held on
for a 6-3 victory, increasing their overall
record to 8-2.
The Jr. Bills were back in action
Tuesday as they faced the Tigers
of Hancock in a well-contested
and well-pitched game by both
squads. The Tigers got off to a 3-2
lead, and freshman pitcher Matt
Ikemeier kept the game under control until the Jr. Bill bats got hot in
the top of the seventh as they
mounted their comeback. Ikemeier
is beginning to come into his own
as a pitcher on the varsity level and
is proving to many that he does in
fact belong with the elite players in
the area.
"Ike's doing a great job for us so
far," said Faulstich. "We're definitely going to need him and everyone else to continue to step up
and help us out for the rest of the
year."
see SPITBALL, 14

DISC
(from 7)
Bill commented after the game, "That's
the best halfl' ve seen this team play' and
there's nothing to be ashamed of. To come
back from such a great deficit and put it all
out there was awesome."
The team finished off its playing in
an 11-6loss to Brutal Grassburn, sending
the Jr. Bills back to St. Louis with a 2-4
record. Agniel commented, "I'm pleased
we played so well, but we've got to work
on the offense, which was a little disorganized."
The team plans to play in two
additonal tournaments this year, one May
18-19 in Kansas City as part of May Fest,
the other this July in St. Louis. The team
practices at noon on the South Field on
Saturdays and all are welcome to come.
For more information on the team contact
seniors Matt Pitlyk or Brian Werner, or
junior Denis Agniel.
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Laxers go 2-1, win bam-burner against South
_funior attacl(;nen sliine as team reboundSftom foss to Tennessee cliamps
Jim Fox
Reporter

A

fter capping off a stretch of 3 games
in 5 days, the Jr. Bills finished the
week at 2-1. The Laxbills fell to a very
good Memphis University School team
14-7, beat Hazelwood Central 14-1, and
defeated Parkway South 10-9.
The game with MUS is an annual
interstate event, as they come up from
Tennessee to play hard-nosed St. Louis
teams. The game each year is a tough one,
and this year it was no different. The
Buzzards, as they are known, carne out
strong with an early 4-0 lead. The Jr. Bills
traded goals from there until half, finishing at 6-2.
The third quarter saw a resurgence
from the SLUH team. The score was closed
to 6-5, but after calling a time out, MUS
was able to regroup and pull away.
Despite a tremendous game from
defenseman Adam Shalapin and very good
efforts from goalie Ben Zaegel and
defenseman Dennis Burke, the SLUH
defense was unable to stop the MUS onslaught. At the other end of the field,
junior attackman Travis Dum led the offensive effort with 4 goals, all rips from
the left wing on extra man opportunities.
Captain Matt Hofnetted 2. Unfortunately,
the game ended with SLUH trailing 14-7.
After their disappointing loss to MUS,
the Brinebills looked to take out their
aggression on a much-improved
Hazelwood Central team. The team was
able to control possession early and work
the ball around, and, after one half, the Jr.
Bills were able to jump ahead and pull off
the 14-1 victory. Senior middie Joe
Downey led the charge with ferocious
play and a hat trick.
Following up their Monday massacre of Hazelwood, the Warriorbills set
themselves for a Tuesday night game versus the Patriots of Parkway South. Much
improved from previous seasons, the Patriots proved a particularly tough oppo-

nent. The STXbills fell behind early, but
they were able to keep pace throughout
the first half, finding themselves in a 5-5
deadlock.
One of SLUR's goals came in the
second quarter to jump ahead 5-4. Defensive wizard Joe Bartell checked his man's
stick with a pass and quickly swiped up
the ground ball. With a rniddie back for
him to go forward, Bartell sprinted into
the offensive end. Forcing the Patriots to
respect his shot from out top, Bartell drew
a slide from down on the crease and found
the open man standing on the door step.
Tim Branch, the open attackman on the
crease, caught the ball, made a quick fake
to the upper corner, and snapped the ball
inside the bottom left comer, past an embarrassed Parkway South goalie.
After an inspiring halftime speech
from Downey, the Jr. Bills carne out strong

in the second half. Building a 10-9 lead,
the defense shut down the Patriots for
several possessions in the last 5 minutes.
The key stop came on an incredible save
in near-darkness by Ben Zaegel with only
5 seconds left.
The Shamrockbills' offense spread
the wealth, with Matt Hof scoring two,
junior Pat Hogan netting a pair, Branch
scoring a hat trick, and Dum scoring two,
including the game winner (which actually went off John Belgeri's shoulder).
Bartell offered his perspective on how
the team won, saying, "The depth of our
defense was a huge asset. Being able to
put in back-ups who can shut down offenses is big."
Zaegel also attributed the win to the
defense. He said, in his best Tony the
Tiger impression, "They're grrrreat!" .

Golfers lose, drop to 4-1
Brian Slater
Reporter
n Monday, the Golfbills traveled out
to the Players Club in an attempt to
defend their title at the Webster Cup. This
tournament hosts twenty of the top teams
in the state and is often referred to as a
preview of the state championship. The
top five players from each team faced off
and played 18 holes, looking to win the
prestigious Webster Cup.
The Jr. Bills had somewhat of a disappointing day, finishing sixth in the tournament. Senior Pat Robert led the team,
shooting 75 and finishing fifth in the tournament. Following Robert were sophomore Pat Neuner, who shot 79, senior Joe
Shararnitaro with 80, and senior Andy
Schumert with 84.
"We didn't score that badly," said
Robert, "but we were hoping to place a lot
better than that."
"It's a really tough tournament, and I
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think we will only get better from here,"
added Schumert. The Jr. Bills looked to
rebound the next day when they took on
Charninade.
It proved to be another tough day for
the Jr. Bills, with 2 of their top 4 players,
Schumert and Neuner, taking the day off
and extreme winds blowing all day long.
Robert again posted the low score for the
team, shooting 40. Next was Sharamitaro
with 41 and juniors Zach Schmitt and Pat
Ostapowicz, who had 42 and 43, respectively.
"The course was playing really difficult, and with the wind it was just impossible to shoot a low score," said Robert.
Despite their best efforts, the Jr. Bills fell
to Chaminade by 10 strokes, dropping
their record to 4-1.
Next Monday the Golfbills will play
in the MCC championship. They will face
off at Stonewolf against all of their MCC
rivals and look to win bragging rights as
the best MCC team.

